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PRESENT: Regents Beckwith, Clusen, Conroy, Finlayson, Fish, Gerrard, - | . 

| Hanson, Heckrodt, Knowles, Lawton, Nikolay, O'Harrow and Veneman — | 

| _ ABSENT: Regents Grover, Schilling and Zirbel eer 

Opening the special meeting, which was convened to consider the matter | | 
of faculty/academic staff compensation for the 1983-85 biennium and student | | 

© fee/tuition levels as related to that topic, President Beckwith called on | | 
| | the System President for introductory comments. | ek 

- President O'Neil made the following statement: “The issue before the 

Board this morning is a single one, but also a very critical one. A great | 
| deal has already been said about the case for increased faculty and staff © | " 

: compensation, and I don't think much more need be said today. In fact, at | 
no time in recent weeks has any serious doubt been raised about the merit . 

| of that case. No one seems to question that under the DER pay plan © | | 
proposal, for example, UW-Madison faculty salaries in all three ranks would | | 

| drop to the bottom of the Big Ten by the end of the biennium. Nor has : | , 
there been any question about the sincerity or the urgency of concerns _ : 
raised across the System about faculty morale and the potentially | 

| devastating effect of having no salary increase for the first year of the 
biennium. The basic case has been made and understood, at least since the | 

report of the System Working Group was presented to the Board in May, and | 
the merits have not been seriously questioned since that time. | | | 

| "Instead of simply stating the case for what should be done, I thought 
it might be more useful this morning if I took just a few moments to review _ | 
several arguments of even sympathetic persons outside the university as to | 

why, in their view, nothing can or should be done. First, some say it is 
too late. The factor of timing, it seems to me, might bear on some 
assessment of blame but is hardly a valid reason for not doing the right 

thing, even at a late date. Moreover, the apparent tardiness of this plea _ | 
©® can easily be explained. Had we sought to raise this issue much earlier 

than we did through the Regents’ request in May to the Secretary of _ 
Employment Relations, we would properly have been told we were out of 

po oo. | | |
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oe order, The state budget guidelines under which the biennial request was | 
_ prepared specifically excluded any reference to compensation. State law a 
requires that the first request for salary increases be submitted to the. 
DER Secretary as we have always done, usually in June, but this year in | - 

| May, under an expedited timetable. At no time during the biennial budget | 
mS : process was there any chance to appear and to argue the case for faculty oe 

oe and staff salaries, and had we sought such a hearing, we would presumably | 
oe have been told the request was premature. Yet, when we finally do reach | | 

ae the merits of this critical portion of the budget, we are told by some that | 
_ the appeal is too late. This is a curious process indeed, and the claim | 

a that our request is untimely seems to me at least a bit unfair. 

Boe "Second, it has been suggested that a university which fared so well | | 
ae in the operating budget should not now ask for more for salaries. There is 
- sno question that we were well-treated in the Governor's budget, a much | 

higher percentage of the Regent request being approved than at any time in a 
| ss Fecent years. Most of the expenditure authority survived the legislative | 7 
BE _ process, although in the end almost half the increases will be funded from _ | 
wes student fees, with the other half funded from state appropriations. This | | 

ae mix, of course, results in part from the Regent recommendation that student _ 
fee revenue freed up by GPR restorations be used in this way and also is 

ss the «result of decisions made by Joint Finance to shift the library and | 
oe instructional funding from GPR wholly over to student fees. The precise _ Bee 

ve figures are not important at the moment. My reason for citing this | | 
we experience is simply to put in context the claim that we should now be _ | © 

ss gtlent because we have been well-treated in another respect. . ne 

De “A third argument is that all state employees must be treated alike, —_ / 
re and that any differential would jeopardize collective bargaining = ~ | 

negotiations. Some years ago, I am told, classified employees typically 
| fared better than did faculty and academic staff, and the coupling of the 

ss two groups was therefore beneficial rather than detrimental. ‘Surely that _ SS 
experience does not now argue for holding back faculty salaries when a oe - 

- eritical threat appears. If anything, it suggests an historic desire to | 
make sure that faculty were at least not disadvantaged by the comparison | ee 

_ between groups and by the bargaining process. Beyond this history, there 
| is now a critical need facing our faculties which is simply different from 

that which faces other sectors of state employment. As one who has a deep = 
| __- professional commitment to the interests of public workers--and in fact BEE 

| : several years ago wrote the American Civil Liberties Union handbook on the _ | we 
on | rights of government employees—I could hardly disparage claims of my oe 

colleagues in other agencies or sectors. But I do not sense in what they aa SS 
have said, or what has been said at the bargaining table, a logical or | | 

* compelling case for identical treatment of all who happen to work for the | ue ) 
| state. Indeed, Governor Earl very forcefully and sensitively recognized a 

the case for some differentiation when he proposed the Faculty Recognition | - 

_ Fund and then pressed for its retention through the legislative process. = = | = © 
‘There may well be times when certain governmental groups need special | ms 

aoe treatment. That is clearly the case today with respect to the judiciary, _ | . : 
and as an attorney, I am delighted to see that a long-standing need in that ©} 
regard is being addressed. A comparable case, I think, can be and has been 

- made for university faculties, and it is a case that urgently deserves = | 7 
, - special consideration. _ | Eh eng ah | |
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e oe "These, then, are the major arguments that we have heard against doing | 

anything beyond the proposal now before the Joint Committee on Employment © 
Relations. If the Board is persuaded that something must be done, as I 

| know you are, the remaining question is what might be done.” _ | | 

| President O'Neil then called on Associate Vice President Gene Arnn to 
review the options which had been identified. Referring to Table I of the 
document regarding ways to supplement the pay plan (EXHIBIT A), Mr. Arnn 7 

explained that the Department of Employment Relations' proposal, which | : 
| would provide no increase in salaries for the first year and 3.84% in the | 

second year, would require an overall average fee increase of 6.1% in the | a 
first year and 8.8% more in the second year. In 1983-84, the doctoral | 
cluster undergraduate resident would pay $71 more than the previous year, | / 

| while the university cluster undergraduate resident would pay $50 moré. In 
the second year the adjustments would be $94 and $78 respectively. 

| Recommended fees under the DER plan would amount to $1,065 for a o 
undergraduate residents in the doctoral cluster and $886 in the university | 

| cluster. The overall student contribution to the cost of the teaching a 

mission, including nonresidents and graduate students, would be 30.5%-31Z2 
by 1984-85, with undergraduate residents paying 27%-28%. | ; 

Reviewing the matrix on page 3 of the report, he noted that both ae 
bi-level and tri-level fee structures were included in the alternatives. : 

© Alternatives A, B, C, and D were based on salary adjustments for faculty | | 
and academic staff of 4% in the first year of the biennium and 7% in the | | 

a second year, as recommended by the Board in June. Alternatives A and B | 
involved the standard GPR/fee split, while Alternatives C and D would a oe 

require fee adjustments only. Alternatives E and F were based on fee : | 
adjustments half as large as in alternatives C and D, and would provide 2% | | 
in the first year and 5.5% in the second. Responding to the question of | 
what could be done for faculty and academic staff within a ceiling of a 10% | - 
fee increase in each year, Alternative G allowed a 1.6% salary increase in — 

the first year and 4.4% in the second. Alternatives H and J would = oo 
supplement the Faculty Recognition Fund by $2 million per year, utilizing a 

| GPR/fee split in the case of H and fee adjustments only for J. fe SO 

| In response to a question by Regent Gerrard, Regent Beckwith indicated | 
| that provision of any additional general purpose revenues would require | | | 

: reopening the state budget process. Regent Hanson asked if the 7% figure oe 
for the second year took into account the 3.84% proposed by DER, and Mr. | a 
Arnn responded in the affirmative. With respect to the Faculty Recognition | 
Fund, which would provide $500,000 in each year of the biennium, it was 

| noted that Alternatives H and J would supplement this amount by $2 million es 
| in the first year and an additional $2 million in the second year. Regent | 

Beckwith pointed out that, although the Board has authority to raise fees | 7 
and tuition, the money could not be spent without the approval of the Joint 
Finance Committee, and salaries could not be increased without approval of a 
the Joint Committee on Employment Relations and the Governor. _ ee - | 

© A question was raised by Regent Clusen as to whether a plan which | 
| a increased fees and tuition only at doctoral institutions would result in | | 

| limitation of salary increases to those campuses. a | | |
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| While such an alternative was not included in the prepared list, Os 
| President Beckwith noted the Board could consider an option which would a 

: raise fees in the doctoral cluster only and reserve the additional funds = oo 
| generated for those institutions. | ee | 

oe | Turning to another aspect of the issue, Regent Clusen inquired about . 
| | whether the alternatives represented a salary commitment beyond the coming 

_ biennium, to which Mr. Arnn responded in the affirmative and explained that | 
° none of the options envisioned one-time salary adjustments that would be | 

removed at the end of the biennium. Regent Beckwith added that the | | | 
| increase must be built into the base to avoid the possibility of a salary | 

reduction in 1985~86. | ES os me Be) a 

a Replying to a question by Regent Knowles, Mr. Arnn affirmed that the 
ae retirement pickup was included in all the alternatives. ae | 

| President Beckwith then called on five persons who had requested an 
| opportunity to present statements to the Board. © ated 

Mr. Scott Bentley, President of the United Council of UW Student | 
ar Governments, stated that although students realized that faculty pe 

mak compensation must be enhanced in order to maintain the exceptional quality oS ) 
| Of education in the UW Systen, United Council opposed the use of increased © 

| tuition and fees to achieve that objective. Instead, they felt tax funds : | 
should have been appropriated to properly reward faculty, since their _ | 

_ service benefited all citizens of the state through education of its ee 
| people, advances in research, and attraction of industry. To place on 

on students the full burden of financing pay increases would be unfair and | 
. counterproductive, he stated, pointing out that reliance on this means of — | 

| support would limit the broad access to education that has been a hallmark | 
| | of the UW System and adding that even during difficult economic times the 

commitment to access must remain firm. = © te ee 

| Responding to a question by Regent Heckrodt, Mr. Bentley indicated | | 
| that, of the options under consideration, Alternative A was the only one 7 

| United Council could support. He suggested that a greater proportion of | Lea 
| _ that increase could be financed by GPR funds through deferral of some OE 
ae building projects, a 

Regent Finlayson asked for further comment on United Council's | Le / 
Soe position in view of the fact that the percentage of cost borne by student na 

_ fees in the UW System was lower than the percentage at similar universities | 
- in other states. | | Cosa Gn oc Bes . 

Given Wisconsin's historic commitment to holding dow the cost of | 
tuition and fees, Mr. Bentley thought it would be difficult to compare the | Se 

| «UW «System to institutions in states which lacked that tradition. He added | 
- - that some other states had student regents, while Wisconsin did not. | | ©
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ec The second speaker was Mr. Eddie Silent-Walker Hymes, who represented | 
| | the UW-Milwaukee Student Association. He reported that the Student Senate , 

| had unanimously voted to oppose any type of fee or tuition increase, | - 
ys especially one levied as the sole means of raising salaries. To adopt such | mee 

a proposal, they felt, would pit students against faculty and would also a oe 
affect salary negotiations for unionized university employees, resulting in || | 

| still greater fee increases. Noting that many UW-Milwaukee students relied ~~ 
Oo on low fee levels and worked at part-time jobs in order to stay in school, | a 

| he said that $50-$70 a semester meant a lot to such people. In conclusion, 

he expressed the view that faculty of state institutions were of high | 
. | _ quality because they were motivated not by money but by dedication to mo 

| . teaching. | | _ | oe | a 

a ; Speaking on behalf of the UW-Eau Claire Faculty Senate, Professor | 
ae Harry Harder noted that, although the Senate had not met, the Executive 

- _ Committee had conveyed through a letter appreciation and support for the 

_ proposal the Board had made to the Legislature. While most of the faculty | 

- at UW-Eau Claire would generally oppose increasing the percentage of cost i Fore | 
- | borne by students, he said, the harsh reality was that the current fiscal hee, 

crisis might require reexamination of the traditionally low student share. | : 
| He thought that in normal times the faculty would support not only a level : 

as of 272-28% for the next biennium, but also a return to the 25% rate. i en 
, “Unfortunately, these are not ordinary times; they are extraordinary | cg 
© times. We feel, I think, very much like a drowning person, not going down | | 

for the third time, but for the tenth. We are in very deep water and we 
need help and we need it now." If tuition increases were used to finance | 

oe salary improvements, he urged that some way be found to avoid having that | | 
ss solution used as a precedent in the future, since he did not think it would | 

a be good political strategy nor sound educational policy to tie fee/tuition | | | 
increases to salary levels. It was important to note, he added, that the | 

| student share of costs was higher in most surrounding states. : 2 ee 

| Professor David Jowett, Chair of the UW-Green Bay University | 
| | Committee, stated first that faculty on that campus considered the less 

ss costly alternatives to be unacceptable. While Alternative A would be © | 
ty acceptable, he thought that Alternatives B, C and D stood a better chance | me 

- | of state approval, With respect to Alternative D, he felt fee/tuition 
| levels of $1530 in the doctoral cluster and $1274 in the university cluster o | 

| _ would be much too high. He had received a letter from the UW-Green Bay | 
student president expressing much the same sentiments as those stated by | | 

7 United Council: While they favored a salary increase, they did not want to | | | 
be the ones to pay for it. "However, I have to transmit to you the opinion _ | 

oe of my faculty. If the students must pay, my faculty feels that the | — 
| students must pay. And we will then fight and fight again until we get | - 

| this thing reversed,” | os eee dss | 

- Even with 4% and 7% increases, he thought the Board would need to take | 
© a more than ordinary interest in the way the money was distributed. | ae 

Stating that it was very difficult to explain to the public that the issue ok 
was quality, not dollars and salaries, he emphasized that whatever money | | 

| was obtained must be spent to insure that continuing quality, even if some | | 
individual professors were hurt in the process. He suggested in addition | 

| that consideration be given to a career salary structure for faculty. | os |
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. Noting that VTAE instructors and public school teachers had annual steps = | 
| for professional advancement, as well as negotiated salary increases, he Bo 

7 : commented that the absence of such an arrangement for faculty meant that oo 
Ce | junior faculty were facing a complete lack of career progression—they had | 

cue geen none for the past five years, and they could foresee none for the next 
vy two years. One could not expect adequate performance from people who could — oy oe 

anticipate no financial reward, he observed, stating that he felt for that. | 
reason alone 4% and 7% increases offered the only acceptable solution. | 

| | He disagreed with President O'Neil's statement that the university had 
fared well in the new biennial budget. The problem was, he said, that the  _ | 

hs Legislature had shifted to students the burden for funding many of the © | 
: improvements, so that in the university cluster they were already facing | a 

oes fee increases of $50 in the first year and an additional $78 in the second | 
ee year. Referring to a UW-Green Bay faculty resolution which called for . PS 

ss ss Kesignation of the Regents if adequate salary increases were not obtained, | | 
woe _ he emphasized that the goal was to call for a symbolic action representing | 
a — the conviction that quality, not money, was at issue, since the Board's | 

| _ charge was to maintain the quality of graduate and undergraduate education __ - 
| in the UW System, _ 

Regent Gerrard pointed out that all the Board could do was make a 2 —i—i‘—SC—S 
| recommendation which required approval by the Joint Committee on Employment © 

Relations, the Joint Committee on Finance, and the Governor. = ee. 

| oe Stating that the faculty resolution was not meant to suggest hostility , 
ss toward the Board, Professor Jowett added that, on the contrary, there was _ o 

7 _ admiration for the Regents' diligence in pressing for salary increases. ee 

oo ‘Regent Clusen recalled that the previous month Professor Jowett had __ 
- _ appeared before the Board on behalf of the Green Bay faculty to oppose ve 

- collective bargaining legislation. Given the results of the faculty's most | 
- recent meeting, she wondered if their attitude on that question had changed. Pe 

_ Indicating that he did not believe it had, Professor Jowett noted that - 
- his testimony was directed against the present bill, rather then against | 

| collective bargaining per se, because the pending legislation did not BS | 
a _ provide adequate means of representation for the individual institutions in = 

ee the university cluster. He hoped that UW-Green Bay faculty would be able © —— 
to take the alternative route of developing a political action committee | ae 
which would do for them in essence what a union would do, without 0 ee 
sacrificing institutional independence, = | ene 

The final speaker was Tim Lawless, Co-President of the UW-Madison = © | | 
Wisconsin Student Association, who supported the position of United Council ico 
that, if students had to pay for salary increases, Alternative A was the > 

| only acceptable option, inasmuch as it maintained the resident a , 
| undergraduate share of cost at the 27%-28% level. Noting that his own eS | © 

: resident fees had increased from $432 to $565 per semester in two years, he | my 
said it seemed that solutions to the state's economic problems all came at = 
the expense of students. He did not think alternatives which moved the ae 

| student share to 302 were feasible, since the Governor had stated his es | came 
| , opposition to salary increases based on student fees, and a committee of | 

the Legislature had indicated previously that a 30% rate was too high. |
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: ® | Regent Fish recalled that the Board had objected in the past to So | 

| raising the percentage of cost paid by student fees, noting that some of = | 

the listed alternatives would require the Board to abandon its position in _ | 

that regard. The point which concerned him was that the level of fees and 

| tuition was an issue separate from salaries and therefore should not be | 

/ considered in conjunction with salary increases. If fees and tuition were 

| raised to increase salaries, he feared a precedent would be set for funding ~ pe 

of salary increases through fees in the future. Another problem related to ~ 

: coupling faculty/academic staff salary increases to those given to oa 7 oe | 

- @lassified employees, he continued, emphasizing that coupling with any po 

. other group should be avoided. Although he did not see how the budget ree! - 

| gould be reopened at this time, he thought that, if it were possible todo an 

| so, the Board should simply repeat its request for increases of 4% and 7%, | 

| Given the probability that additional GPR could not be obtained to _ 

| | fund 4% and 7% increases, Regent Finlayson asked Regent Fish what | 

ss alternative he would offer. re | ee ° OOS he | | 

.-—- Stating that he would not support an alternative which funded salary 

| increases exclusively with fee/tuition money, Regent Fish said that if such an 

an option was accepted by the Legislature, it would pave the way for . Paes 

a further increases in the student share of costs. If the Board's proposal | 

was to be denied, he would rather be turned down on a request of 42 and 72% 

| from GPR. | Cts es | | a oe a 

© oe President Beckwith commented on the frustration experienced by those — Sa a Ts 

| who attended the JCOER hearing the previous week. Having gone before the. - 

| - Joint Committee to discuss faculty/academic staff salaries, as directed by a 

the statutes, they were told that it was too late, since the budget was ; 

already enacted. When $67 million for salary increases in all state = : 
in | agencies was appropriated, he observed, the Regents had not been invited to | 

- appear, nor would they have been welcome at that point in the process. "We | 

are faced with a concept of coupling. We are faced with a budget that is | | 

already enacted. We are faced with an angry faculty, and rightfully so. co | 

--- So we have to seek a painful, albeit a practical, solution.” 7 , , 

| Noting that it was first necessary to decide whether to request a 

reopening of the budget or raising of fees, Regent Gerrard said he had | | 

spoken with legislators and others in state government, some of whom felt. | 

there was catching up to be done in the years to come. "We are ina crisis | an 

here but I think we have to be realistic. I do not think that there is any 7 

| chance that the budget process would be reopened. If we want to try to do ne 

- something, the only possibility I can see is a modest salary increase and a | 

a raise in tuition. If we go to something grandiose, we don't have a | 7 

chance. There are three units of government that have to pass on this, and 

‘any one of them could kill it. But I think we owe it to the faculty to an | 

try." | | _ | | | . | 

Regent Lawton agreed that a crisis existed. While he recognized that | | 

— increasing fees might be habit-forming, he thought the Board should make | | 

© sure that did not occur. "Getting our tuition back where we want it should | 

be a goal of this Board. There's no question in the world that raising — 

tuition does affect access, and that is the last thing in the world we want 

| to do. But we are between a rock and a hard place. We are weighing |
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quality and access." Rather than simply giving up, he said he would favor = © | 
a very modest increase in tuition, coupled with the promise that everything _ | | 
possible would be done to reduce it in the future. Since there was no ae 

| | additional GPR money, he felt the Board should discuss the reality of how . 
- | to maintain quality with a fee/tuition increase which would minimize harm oe 
oe to students. While the Board could reiterate to the Legislature and the | | 

ONS UE Governor its view of what was needed in the way of salary increases, he | 
| | thought such a statement should be combined with a proposal which would a oe 

provide at least some salary money and which stood a chance of acceptance. | | 

Pointing out that the present budget was based on fiscal estimates | 
| which were made more than two months ago, Regent Beckwith stated that, if | | : 

| the next estimates indicated that additional funds would be available, he | OO 
oe would like to be on record as believing that faculty/academic staff 7 
ee salaries were the state's highest priority. | a 

ee ee In response to a question by Regent Heckrodt, Regent Beckwith said 
| _ that, while he considered the prospects for reopening the budget during the _ , 

- | _ summer to be virtually nil, that was not to say that the Board should not 
ge be strongly on record in stating that 4% and 7% continued to be the | | 

| a absolute minimum, so that if fiscal estimates were changed in the future, . 
& the Regents would be in a position to make another effort. In that regard, | 

| | he did not view restatement of the Board's position as an act of futility. oe | 

| | Regent Fish suggested that all alternatives which would utilize both : 
«GPR and fee increases be striken, since it was believed that there would be 6 

s - no additional GPR funding at this time. If the budget could be reopened, = 
ss he felt all funding for the increases should come from GPR. | ‘ 

| oo Regent Beckwith remarked that Alternative J, which would augment the ; | 
PAS recognition fund, was a realistic option. Noting that it would provide | ae 
oo several million dollars that could be used selectively to retain faculty ap ue 

- and to remedy gross disparities during the biennium, he said he would not a or! 
regard a fee/tuition increase of $12-$13 a year as unacceptable. Referring _ 

ee to the concern expressed by Regent Fish about the appropriate time to — . 
ae determine tuition levels, Regent Beckwith remarked that this was a time . 

| when the issue had to be considered and that, as a practical matter, it was 

| not likely to be considered in the abstract. It was precisely in these 7 
| kinds of circumstances, he observed, that governing boards in other states ee 

- had to make such decisions. While he was not arguing for a tuition es co 
es _ increase, he did not think the Board should assume that there was a magic ces 
. _ fee/tultion number, either in terms of dollars or percentage. Noting that pgs 

ss at System institutions in the fall there would be students from Minnesota 
oo - paying $1500 to take the same classes for which Wisconsin students would _— | 

pay $1065 under the DER proposal, he asked if it could be said with | 
| | certainty that Wisconsin was right, while Minnesota and other states with | 0 

| higher fees were wrong. OP SAEs ig IS RES Bo ee ee | 

As a result of the year's salary experience, he thought a number of UE oss 
| issues were going to be studied in depth, including the whole question of | é 7 

| having standard salary increases for all state employees and the process _ 
whereby the dollar figure for salaries was set in the state budget before | © 
detailed discussion of percentage increases could take place. In addition, | 
he suggested that thought should be given to whether or not a tri-level ea 
system of fees might be desirable and to whether or not there should be | 

| greater differentials between the doctoral cluster and the university | 
| | cluster, —_ os OP Bae : - | | |
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© | In conclusion, he stated that he would have no difficulty with _ ; 

| | presenting Alternative A as a symbolic statement, but that he would then | oo 

- move reluctantly to Alternative J. tS | oh EE - 

| -- Regent Fish did not agree that fee levels were not likely to be = = 7 
considered in the abstract. Commenting that the students’ share of costs | | | 

| had crept up over the years without it being suggested that there should be | Coe 
a direct relationship between tuition and faculty salaries, he stated that coe: 

he saw every opportunity to review the fee schedule at any appropriate — oe, 
sss tage in the future. "The worst time to make a decision like this is when ae hs 

ss we are under the gun and when the impression in the Legislature is going to — oie 
be simply that there is a great pool out there of 140,000 students and that — | ee 
we can tax "x" number of dollars, which will take care of faculty 

| salaries. I'm opposed to that concept.” | a eee oe ee eee | 

oe a Regent Veneman did not believe the budget would be reopened. "So at ae a 

this stage, considering all the circumstances, I don't see any other _ | | 
- realistic way to assist the faculty compensation needs than to go the | 

oe tuition route.” Noting that this could be accomplished by a surcharge, he _— 
ss pointed out that such a solution would avoid the issue of permanency ina | 

oo - fee increase. He did not believe the Board should adopt a proposal which Ce 

had no chance of acceptance in order to adhere to principle; rather, he | ne 
felt that every avenue should be explored in order to find a solution. = | 

| Regent Fish thought there really were only three choices: to request _ | os 

© that the entire increase be funded from GPR, which he believed would be > eae as 

om denied; to ask for a split between GPR and tuition, which he felt was the | 
- - worst alternative; or to propose a fee/tuition increase, which he also | eos 

| | opposed. eee ee OEE Sage ln | Ce 

| sss Tn Regent Beckwith's view, if the Board asked the Legislature to =~ | 

ss eopen the budget in order to increase faculty salaries and at the same = Se 
a time to reduce the percentage of contribution by students, the chance for ~ - 

: obtaining any increase would be eliminated. The whole question of = = | | 
SO increasing the student share, he noted, had been thoroughly considered in ee | 

| several legislative committee hearings. "They are sensitive to it. They = © 
| do not like it any better than we do." | ne pe rs ee | 

: ee Regent Fish said his intent was to suggest that any increase beyond _ | 

| the Board's original request come from GPR. ae ee we a 

| - ‘Regent Gerrard inquired about the faculty attitude toward Bo ath vs 

| Alternative J, noting that it was the least costly option. | oe | : 

a - - Regent Beckwith indicated that Alternative J would be difficult to 
administer, but probably no more difficult than the recognition fund which 

- was included in the budget. In any enterprise, he added, there comes a a | 

: time when it is necessary to put scarce resources in particular places in | 

order to save certain parts of the organization. : a Cees 

| © | In most decisions of that type in a business enterprise, Regent ~~ | : 

Veneman observed, the rest of the organization was not in such despair, | —— 

| "In my opinion, to take J and increase it two-fold or three-fold is not | 

me going to develop an equity situation for faculty because the faculty as a | 

a group needs assistance in compensation. It may put out some fires and save 

as us some research grants if a few stay who might consider leaving. But that ~~ | 

is not the solution to this problen." | | Oo |
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_ Expressing agreement with Regent Veneman, Regent Heckrodt added that  —| © 7 
| to ask the Legislature to enlarge the recognition fund in order to raise | os | | 

| the general level of faculty compensation would send a very confusing | 

Regent Gerrard asked Regent Fish what he felt would be acceptable to ) 
tate government. cy ey ea ee el ots Fone Bee noes aa 

| | _ Responding that he had spoken with many people about the matter, a os 
| Regent Fish thought the odds of obtaining any increase which utilized | 

_additional GPR funds were extraordinarily remote. "Regent Beckwith brought _ 
up a good point, though, which is that, as the projections go along and as | 

- we get closer to the annual budget review, it is conceivable that there 
_ could be extra funds which would entail reopening of the budget and which | 

| 7 would give us a new window.” If the recommendation was to fund salary | 
ss Umereases by fees and tuition only, he saw several problems: the impact of 

ss dmereased fees on denying access; lack of assurance that such a proposal —_—T | 
_ would be approved by state government; the precedent of tying faculty = oe 

| salaries directly to tuition and fees; and the magnitude of a fee increase 
| | substantial enough to make a significant impact on faculty salaries. = | 

an With respect to Alternative J as it would affect access, Regent. | a 
co Beckwith remarked that he had received more than a dozen letters from | - 

parents of students expressing their concern about raising the grade-point es 
_ average required for enrollment in engineering and lack of sufficient = © - 

| _ numbers of faculty in that discipline. Noting that there were ten open = = 2 —™ 
| positions in electrical and computer engineering at UW-Madison, he pointed ge 

ss out that access was denied when there were not enough professors and when a Ey 
ss 3 5 average was required to get into the junior and senior year in | a 

ee electrical and computer engineering. If the only way to hire replacement | 
faculty in a competitive market was to have a fund available to the = | 
chancellor for wise use in paying the higher salaries needed to attract | 
them, he did not see why the chancellor should be denied such a fund. | : 

| “That is what Alternative J is all about, and that is what access is all Le 
| - about. It is not just getting in the door. It is staying in these | een 

eae institutions and not having to stay a fifth year in order to get the ee —— 
ss @ourses you require." | ee ee eee vo a 

| --——- President O'Neil expressed the hope that agreement on a proposed oe 
Boe solution could be reached, inasmuch as JCOER was anxious to hear what the 

| Regents believed could be done. From the outset, he explained, the = | 
| Committee had not questioned the critical nature of the problem. What they. | 

| asked the previous week was how the Board would propose solving it, given Bo Me oe 
| _ current economic constraints and the lateness of time in the budget =~ ao 

process. Noting that, of the $67 million in the state salary pool, the ans 
: _ amount earmarked for faculty/academic staff compensation was about $14 = © 

million, he observed that without reopening the budget, any additional GPR  _© | 
would have to come at someone else's expense, a prospect which was very = ~~ 
unlikely. He hoped the solution proposed by the Board would serve two ps 

ss: purposes: to reflect further recognition of the undisputed need for more on © 
compensation, and to propose a solution that might have a chance of success _ 
in the short run. _ ee ee ee ee ee POR ca
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With respect to whether Alternative J would create more problems than | | 

© it would solve, he stated that the difficulties would be no greater than | | 
those inherent in the basic recognition fund. Indicating that some 
tentative judgments had been made about allocating that fund, he said the _ | | 

proposal was to divide it into two parts—one for promotions and the other — oe 
to address critical problems in faculty recognition and retention. If the _ : 
recognition fund were increased, as proposed in Alternatives H and J, an 
System Administration would be guided by submissions from the chancellors — Oo 
describing their special recognition and retention problems, and any _ | 

, additional funds available for that purpose would probably be divided in | 
ee essentially the same way as the basic fund. Emphasizing that the task was | | 

| not impossible, he thought all would agree that it would be preferable to So 
have those problems and the opportunities that would accompany them than to es 

| have neither the problems nor the opportunities. = , ee ea 

| | _ Expressing strong support for Alternative J, Chancellor Shain asked | : 
a that the Board consider augmenting the amount, perhaps to $3 million per a 

| year, since by the time these funds were distributed throughout the System, | 
the amount left for any particular campus would be quite small. Although , 

aoe, - allocation of the money would cause some problems, he did not believe they 

| would be of unacceptable severity. oo oe | - 

| Chancellor Swanson did not think the UW-Stout faculty would be | oe 

- enthusiastic about Alternative J, unless there was a fairly equal 
distribution of the fund among campuses. One difficulty with funding that | | 

le option exclusively with student fees, he added, was that the monies would = =. | 
© go to a relatively few areas of high demand, and there could be a JES foe 
= =—=specepttiion on tthe part of students that everyone was paying in order to - | 

| solve problems which were quite narrow in scope. oye 3 oe oe | 

- . Regent Beckwith observed that automatic imposition of the same fee for | 
students on each campus had not been suggested. Rather, there could be a | - 

_ relationship between the amount of fee increase on a campus and amount 

oe received by the campus from that fee increase. | a : . PE | 

| When the UW-Stout Faculty Senate met the previous week, Chancellor | ie 
| Swanson continued, it passed motions in support of the 4% and 7% proposal  —s_| ; oe 

. and against having the entire amount collected from tuition/fee increases. ee 
: They also proposed a salary increase in the first year of the biennium, _ a 

with the understanding that the matter would be reopened in the annual : | | 
| review. os 7 ve ee 

It was pointed out by Regent Beckwith that JCOER had considered the | | 
| question of repackaging but that, for reasons of cash flow, it was not Sy ee 

. possible to shift all of the 3.84% back to the first year. a ; fas 

| | While Chancellor Penson did not believe most of the UW-Oshkosh faculty | 

would object to Alternative J, he thought they would want everyone to = | 
recognize that it would not come close to solving the problem. =  — | | 
Acknowledging that it was necessary to be concerned about faculty in such SB ss 

) fields as computer science and business administration, he stated that it 
also was important to be concerned about faculty in the areas of the arts as | 

© and humanities, some of whom felt that their's were forgotten professions. | -
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| Chancellor Hannah noted that the students at UW-Eau Claire did not me | 
| belong to United Council and thus were not spoken for by that group. While | 

sss She did not wish to attempt to represent their views, she did sense a 
sensitivity to the problem experienced by the faculty and some willingness oo 

: to contribute through tuition and fees in order to improve that condition. — ee 
ee She thought, however, that they probably shared with faculty considerable | | | 

: _ apprehension about the existing recognition fund and about any proposal to __ ) | 
extend it. Faculty opposition to that fund, she continued, stemmed from es 
the fact that within the university budget major steps already were being 

| taken to solve problems in such areas as computer sciences, to the  __ | 
| _ detriment of staffing levels in fields such as English and mathematics. , 

Inasmuch as Alternative J would again address those special kinds of needs, - 
| she did not think most of the faculty or students at UW-Eau Claire would | 

oe favor such a plan over one which would bring about a more general faculty Cotes 
Salary increase, : 

veh Chancellor Horton stated that UW-Milwaukee faculty were skeptical of | ) 
BESS Alternative J on the basis that, although it might solve some problems, it | 
oo ee could also create others. In general, he thought they would be more — - 
Oe - gupportive of percentage increases with a significant portion designated a 
oe for merit. In view of a 214 decline over the past 10 years in real salary oe 
a levels at UW-Milwaukee, his own feeling was that Alternative J would not | ee 

adequately address the seriousness of the problem. His strong. OTS 
oe _ recommendation, therefore, was that the Board go on record in favor of a | / © 

 guffictent increase, es ee ee RSE GE GPR oS Ps 8 : 

| oe Commenting that the 21% decline cited by Chancellor Horton might 
- underestimate the true loss, Chancellor Marshall said calculations at | 

| _  UW-Stevens Point showed a decline of 29%. Considering inflation, a50% 0 
| increase would be needed next year to return faculty to where they were in | 
= 1972-73, and according to projections given for salary increases of OZ and ee 
oy, 3.8%, the need would be 55% for the following year. Given that situation, | | 
Oo he asked how even 4% and 7% could be regarded as reasonable. The DER | | 

a : proposal and the state budget, he remarked, would require faculty to absorb © | 
es a loss in order to divert monies to such areas as equipment and supplies. 

In conclusion, he urged the Board to make a strong, substantial statement oe | 
of commitment to the faculty in an effort to halt the continuing decline. | 

| In response to a question by Regent Gerrard, Chancellor Marshall ie 
_ recommended asking for no less than 4% and 7% increases, adding that he oo 

would not support Alternative JJ sss Gs ee coe 

| Recalling that the previous year faculty at UW-Parkside took one URS 
_ percent from their own salary monies and allocated it to engineering and | : | 

| - business, Chancellor Guskin thought they would be concerned about having  _—T - | 
salary funds directed again to such areas. In his view, Alternative J was , 

: oo a minimal option which would be significant only if there also was a ee | jo 
general salary increase. More important than dollars, he emphasized, was _ oe 

oO the question of faculty confidence in the State of Wisconsin and its | © 
_ support for higher education, since loss of that confidence was what would — - 

| | prompt the best faculty to leave. ae ee ee eee | | Fe ak 

ss Regent O'Harrow moved adoption of Alternative C, and the motion was | - 
oN _ seconded by Regent Veneman. © . | ee ee ee es a |
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© | Regent Nikolay said his preference would be to defer voting on © - we 
| Alternative C until other options had been considered. Aa 

| | President Beckwith then called on each member of the Board to state | 
| his or her preference among the various alternatives, | phe Dee SSE US 

|  * Indicating that he would favor a two-stage recommendation, Regent _ , 
_  Heekrodt suggested that the Board first strongly reaffirm its 4% and 7% me - 

: proposal, with Alternative E or F as a fallback position. on SE Ee | 

| OO Regent O'Harrow said he would agree to incorporating reaffirmation of se 
” _ the Board's original recommendation in his motion for Alternative C. = 

: Regent Fish's position was that the Board should restate its original 
: request and further state that fees should not be increased to fund faculty _ 

_ galaries. He opposed all other alternatives, = = 

- Observing that it was the duty of the Legislature to appropriate money | 
a for faculty salaries, Regent Hanson pointed out that many of the ace 

| alternatives would send the message that any time the Legislature did not | | 
| fulfill that responsibility, the Board would take them off the hook by ~~ | 

raising fees. In order to provide some funds for salary increases, = | 
| however, she was willing support Alternative J. — De Be 

@ Regent Lawton favored combining Alternative J with a strong statement Bo 
of the Board's original position in order to be on recored in the event 
that the economy improved and more money became available. "I don't know | 

| how much stronger a statement we can make. We have been making them for a ~~ | 
-. month, and I hope that our efforts get back to the faculty. But you don't | 

| buy many groceries with statements." Although the money provided by = = = © 

_ Alternative J would not be sufficient to solve the problem, he thought it | 
might at least stem the tide until it was possible to obtain more funding. | 

| It would be futile, he felt, simply to ask for GPR. “There will not be any 
help. We won't send a signal to the faculty of any kind, except that we | Sy 

; | gave up the ship." ots | CE | a : oe : ° aoe os ois " 2 

| Expressing support for Alternative A, Regent Conroy pointed out that 
| it would require the smallest fee increase of those options providing for a = # | 

| general raise in salaries and that it was important to remain competitive 7 

| in the area of fees as well as in salaries. She opposed Alternative J, — The 
- _ stating that she would not favor the recognition fund in lieu of a general | | 

—s dnerease. BON Sa RR RES oe es ee - 

- In response to a question by Regent Beckwith as to whether she would ae 
support Alternative C if the budget could not be reopened, Regent Conroy oes 

- veplied that it was the Legislature's responsibility to provide the needed = 

| . _ While he felt the faculty was entitled to increases of 4% and 7% at a oe | 
| minimum, Regent Gerrard did not believe that much could be obtained. He ~~ | 
© therefore recommended increases of 2% and 4%, funded by fees. "I think we © | | 

ps have to decide, do we want to give the faculty something, or do we want to — a a 
give them nothing.” If the state's financial condition improved, he added, _ So 

_ money for the second year's raise might be requested from the Legislature. | |
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| Regent Finlayson supported Alternative A because it restated the 
: ; Board's 4% and 7% recommendation and held raises in student fees to a oe 

rae minimum. Having attended the JCOER hearing, she felt somewhat optimistic Be 
: that the Committee might be receptive to a proposal which included a 

a student contribution, — ro ee ee oe ": PES 

oe | Noting that he had seconded Regent O'Harrow's motion, Regent Veneman 
- added, however, that he did not consider any of the options adequate to m 

| correct the problem, "In fact, it's sort of like going into limbo to keep 
| the situation from deteriorating too much. And I don't like tying | | | 

oS compensation to fees. On the other hand, realistically, I don't know how. a 
| we are going to get any GPR, and I do not think they will reopen the ey a 

: budget. So it is with reluctance that I would vote for C." | 

Se Regent Nikolay stated that he favored Alternative AJ = | 

Regent Clusen said her first preference would be to go back to the ~ 
| Legislature with a restatement of the Board's 4% and 7% request. "Iwill = =  — 

Ot support any move to put the full burden on the backs of the students, | 
Lose nor do I think there 1s much value to the faculty recognition fund, which og 

ss whl only widen the gap in salaries for the University System faculties." | 

Oe : Commenting that increasing tuition is a matter for elected officials = cee 
* _ -Yather than for an appointed Board, Regent Knowles said that he would _ | @ 

| support Regent Fish's proposal. He thought a strong recommendation should | 
be made to JCOER and that the improving economy should produce additional  __ hE as 
funds for the state in the coming months. “I think it's incumbent upon the _ | | 

ss Board to keep the pressure on the Legislature, so that if we do have the eeaues 
‘opportunity to go back, this ought to be the first priority of the state | : 
when additional money is available. I therefore think that we ought to cas 

- -welterate our former statement.” 0000000 foe oe 

ores For the purpose of clarification, Regent Beckwith noted that ceo | 
| Alternative A, which had been the Board's recommendation to JCOER, would — ae 

- —-- fesult in fee increases in addition to those in the DER proposal since it oo 
| _ maintained the percentage of student contribution at the same level. | 

“ Predicting that Alternative A would not be approved at this time because _ | | 
the Legislature would not wish to reopen the budget, he said he would favor | : - 

_  Yestating it as the Board's position, so that if the budget was reopened as —t”™ 
| | a result of new fiscal estimates, the Board's proposal would be on record. oe 

: "I think we ought to be first in line this time. We ought to be strong j= 
- about it." While he would be willing to go forward with Alternative C, he —© | 

did not think there was sentiment on the Board to support it, and he was _ oS ee 
troubled about approving a 15% fee increase in the month of July when most | , 

| _ students were not on campus and did not have the opportunity to react to = © 
—_ the proposal. Such a radical change, he felt, should not be made without uae 

- more deliberation, 00000000 ~ ae 

ss ss Turning to Alternative J, he felt that option stood the best chance of aS 
legislative approval, inasmuch as it was consistent with the Governor's ee o © 

Oo position on the faculty recognition fund and involved only a modest fee | pos | 
: increase of $12-$13 each year. With regard to the problem of allocation, = | 

| he pointed out that the university faced such decisions every time salary #8 | 
| _ funds were distributed. "We have merit increases on campus, and those Oe. 

merit increases have to be allocated to faculty within departments. You — oe
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| can't escape the problem of allocation unless you want to go the route of. | 
oe across—the~board percentage increases for every employee. That's a model I 

| hope we never follow in this System." If the arts faculty at UW-Parkside 
alte Se gave up 1% of salary monies in order to hire faculty for the sciences, he 

| noted that funds provided by Alternative J might be used to restore that 1% | | 
| to the arts faculty. "But would you rather not have it at all? I find it : 

a difficult to say that, if there's a possibility of putting together another 
$6 million over the biennium that we can use in very painful situations, we | | 

net should turn down that possibility.” Although it was clear that Alternative . 
| J would not solve the problem, he remarked that friends of the university | 

a in the Legislature would say that increases of 4% and 7% simply were not in | 
| the cards. He urged, therefore, that the Board adopt a resolution — 

| reaffirming Alternative A as its position but also requesting that, if the ae 
| budget could not be reopened, authority be granted to increase fees by | 

ss -- $12-$13 per year, (perhaps not across-the-board for all campuses), as 

provided in Alternative J. | ) - | 

| o Regent Hanson pointed out that Alternative J also was an option which 
| set no precedent that would carry over into the next biennium. oa a | 

| Regent O'Harrow then withdrew his motion and Regent Veneman withdrew | 

© his second. | ee es : 

| | Regent Lawton moved adoption of the following resolution, and the —— coe 

ae motion was seconded by Regent Hanson: | oe o | | 

| - Resolution 2863: The Board of Regents supports Alternative A and a 

| | urges the Legislature to reopen the budget process | 
| : as soon as possible to increase GPR funding which, | 

along with an increase in student fees/tuition at : / 
| | the current ratio, would permit achievement of | | 

| | - faculty/academic staff salary increases of 4% in the © : 
| | first year and 7% in the second year of the biennium, 7 | 

- 7 | If it is not possible to reopen the budget process 
i | ss at’ «this time, the Board recommends Alternative J, 

- a - which requests authority to increase student fees by | | 
7 | - $12-$13 per year in order to enhance the faculty 

a | recognition fund. | | | os 

a It was suggested by Regent Heckrodt that wording might be incorporated 
: 7 to indicate that, if 4% and 7% could not be obtained, the same funding 

| model could be used to request a lesser increase, = = | 

. Regent Beckwith indicated that such a request would be made if there fee | 
wag money available, although he would prefer that it not be so stated in 7 

@ the resolution. | | | 

| | | | | | | a | 

, | | /
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oe On a@ roll call vote, Resolution 2863 was adopted, with Regents Oe do 
| _ Beckwith, Finlayson, Hanson, Heckrodt, Knowles, Lawton and Veneman (7) a 

ee voting “Aye” and Regents Clusen, Conroy, Fish, Gerrard, Nikolay and j= | 
| O'Harrow (6) voting "No." SEER 8 ee rn ee ee | 

a - ‘The meeting was adjourned at 12:05 p.m - a eS ce ee | 

ask Whith A. Temby ~ ws 
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| TO:  ## Board of Regents , ae a | SEES | 

- ss FROM: »~=s Robert M. o'nei1 Pae® Be : oe CRs a 

. RE: Materials for Special Meeting, July 11, 1983 a oe | 

| - You will find enclosed the materials for the special Regent meeting 

of July 11, 1983. The subject of that meeting is faculty and unclassified 

| _ staff compensation for the 1983-85 biennium. As you are aware, the Secretary 

- of Employment Relations has proposed a pay plan for UW System faculty and a | 
academic staff under which the state would assume the employee's current 1% _ es 

| contribution to retirement for both years of the biennium; the plan would © 

provide no salary increase in the first year, and a 3.84% increase in _ | 

| the second year. At the meeting last Thursday of the Joint Committee on 

| Employment Relations, the implications of that pay plan were discussed | | 

6 extensively and critically. The Committee took no action on the DER | 

| | proposals, but will meet again at noon next Tuesday to review any additional | 

| proposals. | | a , 

| Because the time has been short and the prospects for external acceptance oe | 

uncertain at this time, we decided to submit to you several possible options | 
rather than a single proposal. The accompanying material describes these _ | ae 

oe options, their costs and consequences. The differences among the options _ as 
_ reflect essentially three variables--total level of compensation increase; _ 

relative contributions of General Purpose Revenue and student fees; and | 
| apportionment of any fee increase (whether to all students or only to upper 

| division undergraduates and graduate students). Additional combinations or 

oo variations can easily be developed before or during the meeting should Regents _ wee 

wish them. | | wy ST a | LE Ce — 

: Some further perspective may be helpful on two troublesome issues. — 
| One, of course, is the adequacy of the proposed pay plan. The amount | 7 os 

fe recommended to the Joint Committee undoubtedly reflects the most the —_ ve 
| Governor and the Secretary believe they can do for faculty and staff salaries - 

| in the current economic climate. They have already shown their appreciation | - 

. of faculty achievement and merit through their strong support of the Faculty | aa 

Recognition Fund, which the legislature recently approved. That modest fund | 

will help to meet certain critical needs our institutions face in this ; 

oo biennium, though its amount is so small that relatively few faculty will 

ee benefit from it. Without a substantially larger amount for compensation, | | 

© the potential effects upon faculty morale and commitment are quite alarming. at 
| os : | 

- | ee _ EXHIBIT A 
Universities: Eau Claire, Green Bay, LaCrosse, Madison, Milwaukee, Oshkosh, Parkside, Platteville, River Falls, Stevens Point, Stout, Superior, Whitewater, | 

= | University Centers: Baraboo/Sauk County, Barron County, Fond du Lac, Fox Valley, Manitowoc County, Marathon County, Marinette County, | oe 

Marshfield/Wood County, Richland, Rock County, Sheboygan County, Washington County, Waukesha County. Extension: Statewide.
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As we explained last Thursday to the Joint Committee, the current _ 
an proposal would cause UW-Madison faculty salaries to fall to the bottom | - | 

: _ of the Big Ten in all three ranks--a prospect which must be averted if 7 
| at all possible. The faculties of the UW System seek, and clearly = 
- deserve, a substantially better biennial compensation package. —/ ca | 7 

| At the same time, we recognize the obstacles to obtaining additional 
state appropriations for this purpose. While several of the options © - 
that follow do reflect the standard GPR/fee split, others rely more — es | 

ee heavily on student fees. Any discussion of special fee increases for Oo 
ss ss this purpose is clearly abhorrent to an administration and a Board--not ee oo 

ae to say a faculty--long committed. to maintaining maximum student access 
through relatively low costs. Even the very modest departure this | 

_ biennium from the historic 25% formula for resident undergraduates caused | 
ss ttuch regret, not only to students across the System but quite as much to 

: ss thay others concerned about protecting the values of access and a modest __ | 
ss student share of overall instructional cost. The prospect of moving = 
ss “ss Further above these historic fee levels is distressing to us, and would ~—> | 
ss Mot be entertained if any more palatable alternative existed. SNe Bape oS | =: 

| | There is no doubt that the UW System did fare well in the operating Nes 
oy | budget for this biennium--in support proposed by Governor Earl and ~~ | © 

: approved by the legislature for libraries, for instruction in costly _ - os 
oe | _ and expanding disciplines, for the development of the School of Veterinary 
— Medicine, for inflationary costs of supplies and equipment, and for = o 
a _ expanded sabbatical leave opportunities as well as the Faculty Recognition — | | 

— _ Fund. We deeply appreciate the urgently needed support in these areas, | 
UE os and the improvement in comparative funding levels which will surely result. 

ss Indeed, there has been some suggestion that a University which has fared 
| 0 well elsewhere should uncritically accept a deficient pay plan. Yet it 

| should be clear that we were not offered, and never made, a choice between 
_ adequate faculty salaries and improved support for libraries, instruction 

and equipment. Even the suggestion of such a choice misses the vital point: — oe | 
sO a strong University needs an adequately rewarded faculty quite as much as aon | 

| it needs strong library collections, current laboratory equipment and usable “s 
| instructional supplies. The appeal we made last week to the Joint Committee | oe 

| neither questioned the wisdom of decisions made in the operating budget nor | 
; | qualified in any degree our appreciation for the support already committed a 

- _ by state government. The need we now face is simply a different one--if no~ | 
| less urgent or critical than those we described last summer in our coe gs 

Instructional Funding Report. The finest library collections or most — : 
modern laboratory equipment will not ensure a quality education without a - | : 

| faculty who know that the state and its citizens value their talents, Oo 
their contributions and their commitment. = = | gh oe | 

| A final word about process may also be helpful. We expect to return ~ aa 
| _ to the Joint Committee on Employment Relations next Tuesday, after - oe 

os discussion with Secretary Fuller (whose proposals are still before the | © 
oe Committee). Should JCOER act favorably on any recommendations responsive | |
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| -. to a Regent request for increased levels of compensation and its actions | 

| receive the approval of the Governor, approval by the Joint Committee on | 

_ Finance would presumably be required for expenditures above those approved 

oe in the biennial budget bill. The timing of this further step would, _ | 

of course, depend both upon JCOER and gubernatorial approval and upon 

the willingness of Joint Finance to consider this issue before its next | ‘ 

regular quarterly meeting. Even if action were deferred for some weeks, | 

however, the administrative steps necessary to implement any increases © | 

could be completed relatively quickly. Oo 

The materials and the options which follow offer to the Board several 

| | possible approaches. - | | 

—  Enelosure © | / 

| - . . 

| | | - | 

oo a |



WAYS TO SUPPLEMENT THE 1983-85 UNCLASSIFIED PAY PLAN Oo | 
©} - OO | | UW System a  , | | a Co | 

Oe : | July 6, 1983 | | Oo Se 

State policies governing universities and colleges in the Midwest grant some | 
Oo degree of flexibility to boards of regents and trustees to supplement the 

faculty and academic staff pay plan appropriations for merit and cost of 7 
| living adjustments. Section 36.09(1)(4j) of the Wisconsin Statutes provides | 

| that the Board of Regents “shall not increase the pay of employees... | 

unless it conforms to the proposal as approved [by the Joint Committee on | 
| Employment Relations] or is authorized by the Board to correct salary : : | | 

| inequities [i.e. to achieve ‘equitable compensation for faculty and academic | 
staff with comparable training, experience and responsibilities'] or to fund _ 

_ job reclassifications."” | wee a a 

ss Alternatives to DER's 0%/3.84% proposal for salary increases must be | 
| - considered, Universities in the Big Ten, except for the University of Iowa 

which had double-digit salary increases in two of the last three years, are — | 
oe! likely to implement salary increases of at least 5% for 1983-84; the probable 

- range is 5%-8%. Other universities in the Midwest appear to be preparing pay _ 
oes plans averaging 3.5%-5% in 1983-84, Faculty recruiting and retention problems 

in the UW System are well known and well documented. Also, inflation is 

expected to be in the range of 3%-5%. | —— | - | 

| The alternatives described below illustrate ways the DER-recommended pay plan | 
| } could be supplemented to provide some salary increases in 1983-84 and a better 

increase for 1984-85. All approaches have in common the 1% retirement pick-up 
oe in the first year; they focus on additions to the 0%/3.84% provision for  —_ 

salary increases, os OO - | fee se 

oe Four of the alternatives would finance a 44/7% salary package, as recommended | 
ss by the Board of Regents at the June, 1983 meeting, while the other alterna- ae | 

- tives offer more modest approaches. Projections of UW-Madison rankings in the 
- Big Ten indicate that a 4%/7% package would stabilize Wisconsin's position, | | 

| and the DER package would allow it to drop to last place in all ranks, by © | | 
- substantial margins. 7 | | re | 

| The characteristics of the alternatives are summarized and compared in . | 
eS Tables 1 and 2 which list costs, percentages of increase in salaries and fees, 7 

and other considerations. Additional tables for Alternatives A-G show the | | 7 

| detailed build-up of the fee/tuition rates, using as a base the rates corres- | a 

_ -ponding to the biennial budget act and the DER proposal. Alternatives H and | | 
| J, which are simpler, are detailed in Tables 1 and 2 only. 

| A. 4%/7% salary increase package financed by standard GPR/Fee split; 
a . fees remain in bi-level structure. | | | | —— 

| Within Clusters, the fee structure would continue to be based on average a 

costs for undergraduates, as a group, and graduate students; fees for 

yg advanced professional schools would be raised in proportion to cost 
6 - 4dnereases. Consistent with the biennial budget act, the GPR/Fee split 

- would be 73.84/26.2%. This weighted average distribution reflects the 

| roughly 70%/30% split for the teaching mission and the GPR financing for 

wo the research and public service missions. oo



-  -~&B,.s «4%/7% salary increases financed by standard GPR/Fee split, with the cost © bet © 
increases beyond the biennial budget act and DER proposal financed by ae 

- fee/tuition increases in selected student categories: juniors/seniors and | 
graduate and advanced professional students, 2 oo 

| This alternative would reflect the same overall student cost-sharing as | | | 
_ Alternative A, but it would move to a differentiation of fees between | 

| | _ freshmen/sophomores (Level 1) and juniors/seniors (Level 2). The a he 
a _ “tri-level" fee structure would be used in both clusters of universities, | 

| C. 42/7% salary increase package, with the cost over the DER proposal _ ve a | | 
| financed by academic fee revenue raised through bi-level fee structure. | 

| This proposal is a variation of Alternative A with the major difference —™” 
that the $29.7 million GPR requirement under the first approach would be | a 

| | covered by academic fee revenue, ae a 

oD, 4/74 salary increase package, with the cost over the DER proposal oe | oe 
— financed by academic fee revenue adjustments in selected categories using | a 

ee the tri~level fee structure, 000000000 | | a a 

This proposal resembles Alternative B in all respects except the extent of OO es 
the fee adjustments, which would cover the GPR requirement. aie ee 

| E. 24/5,54 salary increase plan financed through fee adjustments for costs a. foes | 
| beyond the DER proposal; bi-level fee structure. SNe roe ae ee © 

- Special fee increases of one-half the amounts necessary under i sts—i‘<‘iC;tétw*™ 
/ Alternative C would generate the revenue supplement necessary for this ne 

| . alternative. The bi-level fee structure would be retained, as in C. _ nce 

F, 2%/5.5% salary increase plan financed through fee adjustments, in BO 
a tri-level structure, for costs beyond the DER proposal, sis ges 

Half the special fee increases required under Alternative D would raise | ee Po 
the supplemental revenue needed for this plan, using the tri-level fee _— he 
structure, URS ee eee oe a at 8 

G. Raise supplemental pay plan funding through a bi-level structure within a . oo 
| 10% ceiling on the average fee/tuition increase in each year of the 

biennium; salary increases of 1.64/4.4% would be supported. Oe a 

Budgeted fee increases according to the biennial budget act and the DER i iwettit«w” Le | 
proposal will be about 6.14 in the first year and 8.8% in the second; the eee . 

| higher percentage in the second year reflects the larger DER~recommended Bs 
| pay plan for that year and other factors. Thus, the margin fora = as 

| supplement within a 10% average fee increase ceiling is less narrow in the © oe 
first year. Eg Ss - ,



an | | -3- | . 

© H. Establish a supplemental allocation for faculty recognition and retention | 

amounting to $2 million in the first year, continued in the second, and an | 

oe additional $2 million in the second; standard GPR/Fee split. , | 

oe This annual allocation would represent less than 0.9% of the System 
: = _ faculty compensation base. It would be distributed selectively for a 

problems that could not be addressed through the $500,000 appropriated for | 
| the Faculty Recognition Fund for 1983-84, | | 

a | J. Finance a $2 million annual faculty recognition/retention allocation a 
solely through fee adjustments. _ | | | 

This alternative resembles H. in all respects except that it requires no | 
| additional GPR beyond the DER proposal. oe | 

‘The variations in the alternatives can be reviewed quickly in a matrix: 

oe | an | Bi-Level Tri-Level 
oo a | Fee Structure* Fee Structure* | 

«4% /7% plan; GPR/Fee split Alt. A Alt. B | | 

ss 44/7% plan; fee adjust. only Ale, C Alt. D 

© 2%/5.5% plan; fee adjust. only Alt. E | Alt. F 

: 1.64/4.4% plan; fee adjust. only Alt. C | 
w/in 10% ceiling | | | | 

ss $2 mn. /yr. faculty retention = = Alt. H | | 
supplement; GPR/Fee split | | | 

«$2 mn. /yr. faculty retention Alt. J) | | | 
supplement; fee adj. only | | 

 *For all alternatives, fees for advanced professional students would be 
increased in proportion to cost increases. | |



| ® | | Table © | | fs | @ 

ae : Loh UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM a ve gE Te 
bg Ba be me ae _ SUMMARY OF COMPENSATION AND FEE ALTERNATIVES FOR 1983-85 | a oes 

| | Total - Add | .Fee Incr. for Res. UG Total Fee Incr. for Res. UG Total Fee Rates for Res. UG Student Cost Sharing by | 
| Unclass.. 1983-84 1984-85 1983-84 © 1984-85 Percent 1983-84 | 1984-85 1984-85 — 

: Salary = Doc. Univ. Doc. Univ. Doc. Univ. Doc. Univ. - Fee Doc. Univ. Doc. Unive © — Resident 
Increase 2 cl. Cl. Cl. Cl. Cl. Cl. Cl. Cl. Increase — cl. Cl. Cl. Cl. Overall _ Undergrads 

3iennial Budget/ | os | | | | | | 

DER Proposal 0%/3.84% 71 50 94 8=6pBt—“‘i‘ST*d 50 94 78 6.10%/8.80% 1,065 886 1,159 964 30.5-31.0% § 27.0-28.0% 

Alternative A  4$/7% 3| 26 24 21 102 76 «= 1B 99s«B58K/10.03% 1,096 912 1,214 1,011 30.5-31.0 | 27.0-28.0 

\lternative B 48/74 | | 8.584/ 10.03% | —— 30.5-31.0 | | 
Level | | 7b 50 940678 | 1,065 886 =6«1,159 964 * 
Level 2 _ , 54 45 43 36 1252s 137 114 oo L,1I9) 931 1,256 «=1,045 0 | + | 

\iternative C 42/7% 116 98 =: 96 80 187 148 190 §=:1158 15.552/15.34%2 1,181 94 1,371 1,142 © 33.7-34.2 30 .0-34..0 

\Iternative D 44/74 oo | ee I5.558/15.346  33.7-34.2 
Level | | | a | 71 50 94 78 1,065 88 1,159 964 * 

Level 2 205-173 166 137) 276 2258260 215 | 1,270 1,059 1,530 1,274 | * 

\iternative E 2%/5.5% 58 49 48 40 129 — 99 142, NB « 10.83 $/12.07% = 1,123 = 935) 1,265 1,053 ==. 331. 9-325 28 .5-29..5 

\Iternative F  24/5.54 ae pg | —— :10.838/12.07% B92 : | 
Level | | | | 71 (50984 78 | 1,065 886 1,159 964 : * | 
Level 2 0B BF BB DTH BT 177,147 a «$168 97313451, 120 * | 

\iternative G 1.6%/4.4% 4g | Is = 1S 91 12 93 10.00%/10.00% 1,113 927. 1,225 1,020 31.5-32.0 28.0-29.0 — 

\iternative H 8/4.TE | Individual rates have not been calculated--res. UG rates would increase by an add'| $3-4 each year over the BB/DER proposal . - 

Alternative Jo .9%/4.7% | " a” " Ho ne so. " " mom mm $12-13 each year " " mom, 

: *Percentages of cost for tri-level fees cannot be calculated until revised student cost data are available. | Die 

08IB/I2 | a vi ony esa eg asta | : | |



| fad Bes - | nay - -_ ae 7 a 

Po OS oe | | 1983-85 UNCLASSIFIED COMPENSATION | 
po : | | COST OF VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES , | Oo 

- : me aos  tpes-2ae 1984-85 INCREASE OVER 1983-84) BIENNIAL TOTAL 

ee oes Plan™ $2,072,000 $ 735,000 $ 2,807,000 $9,932,000 $3,520,000 $15,452,000 $14,076,000 § 4,990,000 $19,066 ,000 

S ; Additional cost of Var ious Alternatives - | . ceeas | oe ee oe es ; 

oe P ond BS 10,345,000 3,667,000 14,012,000 8,994,000 5,188 ,000 “12, 182,000 ; 29,684,000 10,522,000 40,206,000. 

Oa: oe ¢ and D gee 14,012,000 14,012,000 | . — 12,182,000 12,182,000 cian 40,206,000 40,206,000 ha 

; Se : - E and F bs == 7,006,000 7,006,000 6, 091 ,000 6,091 ,000. - — 20, 103,000 "20,103,000 | oe 

So S 6 S o ve = 5,700,000 5,700,000 woe — 2,100,000 2,100,000 == 13,500,000 13,500,000 | 

og 4 ae e 1,477,000 525,000. 2,000,000 1,477,000 525,000 2,000,000 4,431,000 ‘1,569,000 6,000,000 
ag ee a ay : - : | - = 2,000,000 2,000,000 = 2,000,000 2,000,000 | os 6,000,000 6,000,000 

| oo - o | e are | ** 1% In 1983-84 Is for pickup of retirement contributions. oa SERS soe Me



© 7 | © | | ALTERNATIVE A @ | | a 1983-85 FEE SIMULATION ee 
. pe Os _ COMPARISON OF FEES BASED ON THE BIENNIAL BUDGET/DER PROPOSAL (BB/DER) | Sr | | _ TO FEES REQUIRED TO FINANCE A 4%/7% SALARY INCREASE AND A I$ RETIREMENT PICKUP st” a oo | (ADDITIONAL FEE INCREASES APPLIED TO ALL STUDENTS - STANDARD GPR/FEE SPLIT) a 

: | | «4983-84 Based on Bb/DER 1983-84 Alternative Calculation _ 1984-85 Based on BB/DER 1984-85 Alternative Calculation 
| increase Over oe Total increase | increase Over ——- Total Increase - 

1982-83 Total 1982-83 Addi.fFee Total Over 1982-83 Total 1965-84 _ Addi.fee Total Over 1983-84 | | 
FEES Fee Amount = =—s Increase Fee Amount % Feo Amount 3 Increase Fee Amount § | 

Doctoral Cluster | | | oe, | — ———_—_ — oan | 

Res idents | | - oe —— | a | - oo 

| Undergraduate | | | | | | oo | a Be Level | 994 1,05 71 7.44% 311,096 102, 10.268 1,159 94 BHF Hi 2 BCI | _ bevel 2 994 1,065 71 7.44 31 1,096 = 002 10.26 (ti S59 sé. 24 1,214 18 = 10.77 | | ‘ | Graduate =1,440—s 1,542 102 7.08 44 1,586 146 10.14 1,678 = 136s 88.82 36 1,758 172 10.84 | 

| Undergraduate _ | | | oe | | | ee | 
, Level | 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 31 3,976 204s‘ 5.41 4,292 347 8.80 24 ©«= 4,347 3571 98 

Level 2 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 3 3,976 204s‘ 5.41 4,292 347s 8.80 24 4,347 371 9.55 
| Graduate 4,567 4,939 372 8.15 44 4,933 416 9.11 5,374 435 8.8! 365,454 4771 9.45 a 

‘University Cluster | | a | : oe "Residents | | — | Oo | - Under graduate | a | | a / oo Level | 836 880 50 5 98 26 912 _ 7% 9.09 964 78 = 8.80 2 1,011 99 10.86 - ' Level 2 836 886 50 5.98 26 912 7% 9.09 #994 $7 880 °@» 21 1,01b 99 10.86 | 
; Graduate 1,102 1,179 77 6.9 | $34 4,213 tit = 10.07 1,283 104 8.82 28 Ss, 345 132 10.68 = 

: Nonresidents. - | | - oo : | Undergraduate | - : | ee oes Se) ke Ee 
: Level | 3,168 3,283 = 115 3.63 26 «3,09 M4 4.45 893,572 289 8.80 21 3,619 310 9.37 | 
| Level 2 3,168 3,285 U5 3.65 $26 3,309 41 4.45 3,572 289 8.80 2 «3,619 = 3310s: 9..37 

| Graduate 3,498 3,778 280 8.00 A =. 3, 812 3148.98 4,0 332 8.79 28 4,172 360 94400; 

- (Under grad. | oe or | oo 
| Level 1) 836 836 t 837 at (2 £686. 50 §.98 21 908 7i 8.48 oe 

| (Undergrad. — | | | oe : | ot a | eS 
Level 1) 3,168 3,168 — | 3,168 | — 3,282 U4 3.60 28 3,303 195 4.26 | 

Average % Increase 6.10% | 8.58% | 8.80% : : 10.038



©  ©@ eo 
, - a oe ALTERNATIVE 6 | 

, | 1983-85 FEE SIMULATION 7 — 
| COMPARISON OF FEES BASED ON THE BIENNIAL BUDGET/DER PROPOSAL (6B/DER) - | 

| | _ TO FEES REQUIRED TO FINANCE A 43/7% SALARY INCREASE AND A 1% RETIREMENT PICKUP 
, (ADDITIONAL FEE INCREASES APPLIED TO LEVEL 2 & GRAD STUDENTS ONLY WITHOUT DIFFERENTIATING BY PROGRAM - STANDARD GPR/FEE SPLIT) | 

1983-84 Based on BB/DER 1983-84 Alternative Calculation 1984-85 Based on BB/DER 1984-85 Alternative Calculation | 

| Increase Over | Total Increase _ Increase Over etal Increase 

1982-83 Total 1982-83 Addl.Fee Total Over 1982-83 Total 1983-84 Add!.Fee Total Over 1983-84 | 

FEES _Fee Amount «=§_% = Increase Fee Amount % = Fee = Amount «= = Increase Fee Amount = 
Doctoral Cluster | | " | | — — 7 — 

Residents | OO 
“Under graduate | | | | Oo 

Level | 994 1,065 71 7.14% | | 1,159 94 8 83% | a | 7 
| Level 2 994 ~=1,065 71 7.14 54s LN 125 12.58% 1,159 94 8.83 43 | ,256 137 12.24% 

| - Graduate 1,440 = 1,542 102 7.08 78 1,620 180 12.50 1,678 1368.82, 62. ~——s«iT, 818 196 12.22 © 

c Nonresidents > | . | . | | 

Under graduate | : | | ; | | | 

Level | 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 no 4,292 347 8.80 | So 
Level 2 3,772 3,945 173 4.59. 54 3,999 227 6.02 4,292 347 = 8.80 43 4,389. 390 9.795 — 

Graduate 4,567 4,939 372 8.15 78 = 5,017 450 9.85 5,374 455 8.81 . 62 5,514 497 (9.94 

University Cluster | | | | | . 

Res Idents _ | | | Oo ; - 
Under graduate | | OO | | ee : ane 

Level | 836 886 50 £5.98 | 964 78 8 .80 | ; So 
Level 2 836 886 50 = 5.98 45 931 95 «1.36 964 78 8.80 36 1,045 114 12,28 

Graduate 1,102 = 1,179 7 ~©=— 6.99 6 1,239 137. 12.43 1,283 104 8.82 $47 1,390  I51 2.19 

Nonresidents 7 ce | | | ae | | , oo 
‘Undergraduate | | | | : - | | | a eee 

oe Level | 3,168 3,283 15 3.63 | | | 3,572 289 8.80 | | a re 
Level 2 3,168 3,283 JIS 3.63 45 3,328 160 5.05 3,572 289 8.80 | 36 3,653 325 O$p77.. 

Graduate = 3,498 = 3,778 280 8.00 60 863,838 =—6 340 92-.72 4,0 3320 8679 47 4,217 3579 9 BF 

_ @nder grad. : Oe | ae - oe ae | | | aac 

Level 1) 836 836 wees | a 886 50 5.98 ae 

7 (Under grad. - | | | | | oe | | | | , 

| Level 1) 3,168 3,168 a | 7 - 3,282 W4 3.60 ae a OO 

Average % Increase _ | 6.10 | 8.58% 8.80% | | 10.03% |



© ae ee ee ees Ps oe. @ Se - ALTERNATIVE CO @ mh 
es | 983-85 FEE SIMULATION Ce ee ee 

cate - - GOMPARISON OF FEES BASED ON THE BIENNIAL BUDGET/DER PROPOSAL (BB/DER) ye oe 
| FEES REQUIRED TO FINANCE A 4%/7% SALARY INCREASE AND A 1% RETIREMENT PICKUP eee Beene 

| ae (ADDITIONAL FEE INCREASES APPLIED TO ALL STUDENTS - ENTIRE AMOUNT FROM STUDENT FEES) - a ers 

| he 1983-84 Based on BB/DER 1983-84 Alternative Calculation | 1984-85 Based on BB/DER ——1984-85 Alternative Calculation | | 
| | | cores Increase Over” ‘Total Increase_ -. Inerease Over Total Increase See 

1982-83 Total | 1982-83 —«_ AddI.Fee Total Over 1982-83 ‘Total | 1983-84 ~~ =—— Addl.Fee Total Over 1983-84 : | 
FEES | Fee Amount fs _ Increase Fee Amount a Fee _ Amount 3 : Increase Fee Amount | | 

Doctoral Cluster ts” oe - eae 8 HE eB oe OT TB 

“Undergraduate ee os LP a Bg OD SR So | 
: Level | 9941065 TT (tS GSC*K A BT BBN 159 94 8838S HF" I90 «16.098 

ps Level 2 994 1,065 JI 7.14 161,181 187) 18.8) 159 94883 96 1,371 190 16.09 | - 
| Graduate 1,440 1,542 102 7.08 169 = 1,71 271 18.82 1,678 {136 8.82 137 — 1,984 273 —-:15.96 

“Nonresidents = | | | | oe _ Jue oS | os 

‘Undergraduate — | | | | Be PS Se ie Se ae 

Level 3,772 3,945 175 4.99 16 4,061 289° 7.66 4,292,347 8806 4,504 44510 
Level 2 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 116 4,061 289 #+7.66 +$+®™%|bp,292 347 48.80 9% 4,504 443 10.91 | ne 

Graduate 4,567 4,939 372, —s«8. 169 = 5 108 541 11.85 5,374 435 8.81 137 5,680 572 ~~ 11.20 ngs 

University Cluster - oe BE ¢ ee | es Det | 

Under graduate | | | es | | nan ee eee ee oa oe A Se 

Level | 836 886 50 5.98 98 984 148 17.70 94 #£«'78 8.80 80 1,142 158 16.06 
Level 2 836 886 50 5.98 98 984 148 17.70 94 78 8.80 80 = 11, 142 [58 = 16.06 

Graduate 1,102 1,179 77 =—— (6.99 —(itidDs 0B 2006S: 18.69 1,283 104 =: 8.82 105 1,517 209. 15.98 

Ss Undergraduate it” Be ge Ee gg SS Sen ES ee | a | 

Level | 3,168) 3,283 15 (63 Bi, BE 2138 0725572289 BBO B—s«‘*S THO 3569 10-9 
Level 2 3,168 3,283 05 $3.65 #998 3,381 213 6.72 3,572 289 8.860 80 3,750 369 (JOS 

Graduate 3,498 3,778 —-280 (8.00 129 3,907 409 11.69 4,110 332 8.79 10 4,344 437 I1.I9 ae 

(Undergrad. oe ee Honerg ohn Pa S Sg ee ys oy oe ee: 

Level 1) 836 89836 73 «= 909i (itsitiBGs“‘é‘C ‘OCB 80 1,039 §=130 14.300 

Undergrad, ee ee ee CEP 
bevel 1) 3,168 3168 5 NOB 3,282 i14 3.60 $80 3,362 194 6.12 

Average % Increase | ee 0 |) es > 8.80% ou ee I.34B 0



= Bee gga REE SIMLATION = — 

nee COMPARISON OF FEES BASED ON THE BIENNIAL BUDGET/DER PROPOSAL (BB/DER) = | | 
| | | mi eke TO FEES REQUIRED TO FINANCE A 4%/7% SALARY INCREASE AND A 1% RETIREMENT PICKUP 

a (ADDITIONAL FEE INCREASES APPLIED TO LEVEL 2 & GRAD STUDENTS ONLY WITHOUT DIFFERENTIATING BY PROGRAM - ENTIRE AMOUNT FROM STUDENT FEES) st” 

| og - Shee E 1983-84 Based on BB/DER 1983-84 Alternative Calculation | 1984-85 Based on BB/DER ——sSXw{98 4-85 Al ternative Calculation 
OP | — nerease Over = ———“—itsésSt crlcatse =——<—~—‘“‘“‘“‘;™*SC~*cr@atse’ Vr Fetal Increase 

1982-83 Total 1982-83 = Addi.Fee Total Over 1982-83 Total 1983-864 ~==— Addi.Fee Total Over 1983-84 | 
FEES Fee = Amount) s Increase Fee Amount $ Fee § Amount % ~~ Increase Fee Amount 4 ~~ 

Doctoral Cluster ee ee BEER Es SE ee ee a 
Residents > | whe | TS age A cy Mag hgh 8 ee Spee! ee ee lee | 

Level | 994 1,065 Wo TAB a 1,159 94 8.8368 | | of | 
Level 2 994 1,065 7 7.14 205 1,270 276 27.77% 1,159 94 8.83 166 1,530 260 2.478 © 

Graduate 1,440 1,542 102 7.08 298 41,840 400 27.78 = 1,678 136 8.82. 2339 «2,215 3575 20.3B™ 

Nonres idents 3 | a | Oo a eS SER UP Ned 
: Under graduate | _ _ - as Ss a | oh OE a | fe | 

Level | 3,772 3,945 173 4,59 moe - — Ay292,— 3347 BBO | Ee ah 
Level 2 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 205 «= 4, 150 378 10.02 $4,292 347  ~ 8.80 166 4,663 51S 12S 

Graduate 4,567 4,939 372 8.15 298 5,237 670 14.67 5,374 455 8.81 29 5,91) 674 (2.67 © 

University Cluster | Base CE a ees Sag Ua eee ee ae 

Undergraduate —™ | a | | - oe | Ne pe 
| Level | 836 886 50 5.98 moo! Sn | 964 ¢«C*CST BBO OO ESSE UE 

Level 2.836 886 50 5.98 173 1,099 223 26.67 + +=Q%4 +7 8.80 137 1,274 215 20.5 
Graduate =—s«, 102—s 179 77 6.99 228 ~=«-:1,, 407 305 27.68 | 1,283 104 8.82 183 1,694 287 20.40 

| ‘Nonresidents > ee | | - ee Pee a na an | | | | 

“Undergraduate — ee ee ee ee CER OE oO ree Bee og oe | Ete | 
Level | 3,168 3,285 15 5S 5572 289 BBO ee re oe ee ee 
Level 2. 3,168 = 3,283,115 3.63 $173 3,456 288 4269.09 i5,572, 289s B80 t=‘ Ti BBZ Gi | 

ss Graduate =«- «3,498 =—s-3,778 = 280 8.00 228 4,006 508 14.52 4,110 332 8.79 183 4,52F 515 12.86 _ 
Centers See ES OES fen CEE NS eas CORRE PRS BE ee OEE ES 

(Undergrad, Ue ee eg | OES pe oh oe ee oe eee ee 

Level 1) 836 8356 oe a Si aes S, BKB 5 5B eee ee ee 

Nonresidents ee ee ee He ee 
| (Undergrad. Oo aos a - OO a ee ee as oe ee Pa eg ve ee ee oS 

Level ID 3,168 = 3,168 | a eee oe - eee a 3,282 114 3.60 2 | a oS wee soos 

Average $ Increase NOK BK BOR a



‘ | | , . | ALTERNATIVE Et 
Oe a en a . 1983-85 FEE SIMULATION | co ° 

| ee COMPARISON OF FEES BASED ON THE BIENNIAL BUDGET/DER PROPOSAL (BB/DER) - ee ce . 
| TO FEES REQUIRED TO FINANCE A 2%/5.5% SALARY INCREASE AND A 1% RETIREMENT PICKUP - | | 

| | (ADDITIONAL FEE INCREASES APPLIED TO ALL STUDENTS — ENTIRE AMOUNT FROM STUDENT FEES) | | Cs 

1963-84 Based on BB/DER 1983-84 Alternative Calculation 1984-85 Based on BB/DER | 1984-85 Alternative Calculation 

oO Increase Over | | Total Increase | increase Over TT oFal Increase: a 

1982-83 Total - 1982-83 Addi .Fee Total Over 1982-83 Total — $983-84 Addi.Fee Total Over 1983-84 

FEES Fee Amount $ Increase Fee Amount % Fee Amount % ~~ Increase Fee Amount % | 
Doctoral Cluster | | 7 | : oO | 

Residents | | : | | | | | ee 
‘Undergraduate an | | | | | - | oe 

- Level | 994 1,005 #=-7i 7.14% 58 1,123 | 129 12.98% 1,159 94 8.83% | 48 1,265 142 12.64% : 

Level 2 994,065 TTL BIS 98 1,159 94 8.85 48 1,26 142 12.64 
Graduate 1,440 1,542 102 7.08 85 1,627 187° -12.99 1,678 136 8.82 69 1,832 205 «1260 | 

Nonresidents oe | | : 

Under graduate | | | | 

: Level | 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 58 4,003 231 6.12 4,292 347 ~—-8..80 a: 4,398 395 987 | 
Level 2 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 58 4,003 231 6.12 4,292 347 ~—- 8.80 48 4,398 395 9287 

Graduate 4,567 4,939 372 8.15 85 5,024 457 | i0.01 5,574 435 8.81 69 5,528 —6§04— (1020 

University Cluster | , | | , | 
Res idents oe | | | | | : , 

Under graduate 7 | 
Level | 836 886 50 5.98 49 935  —6«99 11.84 964 78 8.80 40 1,053 118 12.362 

Level 2 836 886 50 5.98 49 935 99 11.84 964 78 8.80 40 1,053 118 12.62 
Graduate 1,102 1,179 77 6.99 65 1,244 142 12.89 1,283 104 —~8.82 53 1,401 157 12.562 

Nonres Idents | | | | | | | | | a | 

Undergraduate a a | | 
Level | 3,168 3,283 J15 3.63 49 3,332 164 5.18 3,572 289 8.80 40 _ 3,661 329. (987 
Level 2 3,168 3,283 «US 3.65 49 3,552 164 5.18 3,572 289 8.80 . 40 3,661 329 9.87 — 

| Graduate 3,498 3,778 280 8.00 65 3,843 345 9.86 4,110 332 8.79 53 4,228 385 1002 — 

Centers | | | | | | | - 
Residents a | | : | | | -_ 

(Undergrad. | | : | 
Level |) 836 836 | 37 873 37. 4.43 886 50 5.98 40 963 90 10.31 

Nonresidents | | | . | | | | 

- (Undergrad. Ce | | Oo 
Level 1) 3,168 3,168 — . | 3,168 et 3,282 114 5.60 40 3,322 154 4.86 

Average % Increase 6 108 | 10.83% 8.80% . . 12.073



| | | | ALTERNATIVE Fe  e 
ee | 1983-85 FEE SIMULATION | - | 

— Co COMPARISON OF FEES BASED ON THE BIENNIAL BUDGET/DER PROPOSAL (BB/DER) __ | as 
TO FEES REQUIRED TO FINANCE A 2%/5.5% SALARY INCREASE AND A 1% RETIREMENT PICKUP | : 

(ADDITIONAL FEE INCREASES APPLIED TO LEVEL 2 & GRAD STUDENTS ONLY WITHOUT DIFFERENTIATING BY PROGRAM - ENTIRE AMOUNT FROM STUDENT FEES) 

| 1983-84 Based on BB/DER 1983-84 Alternative Calculation 1984-85 Based on BB/DER 1984-85 Alternative Calculation 

| increase Over | Total Increase increase Over Teal increase 

1982-83 Total 1982-83 Addi.fFee Total Over 1982-83 Total 1983-84 Addi.Fee Total Over 1983-84 
FEES Fee Amount 7 Increase Fee Amount 4s Fee Amount | ff 7 Increase Fee Amount % 

| Doctoral Cluster a | a Se 

: Under graduate | | . | | 

—_ ‘Level | 994 1,065 7i 7.14% | 1,159 94 8.83% | 

Level 2 994 1,065 £71 7.14 103 —S («a1 168 174 17.518 1,159 — 94 8.83 83 1,345 177s: 15.95% 
Graduate 1,440 1,542 102 7.08 149 1,691 251 17.43 1,678 136 8.82 120 1,947 256 15.44 

Nonresidents | Co | | 
Under graduate a Oo ee a 

Level | 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 | 4,292 347 ~—- 8.80 | a 
Level 2 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 103s 4, 048 276 8 §=7.32 4,292 347 8.80 83. 4,478 430 10.362 

Graduate 4,567 4,939 372 8.15 149 5,088 5211.4 5,374 435 8.81 — 120 5,643 555 10.31 

University Cluster | | | : . | 

Residents | | | | | 

Under graduate : 7 | 

- Level | 836 886 50 5.98 964 78 ~—-8.80 a , 
| | Level 2 836 886 50 5.98 87 973 137 16.39 964 78 «~=§=©6©8.80  ~=——s«@69 1,120 147 (5.94 - 

Graduate 1,102 1,179 77 6.99 114 1,293 191 = «17.33 1,283 104 8.82 92 1,489 196 15.46 

Nonresidents  —{ ee | | | | | | 

Undergraduate | ; - | : | So | 
Level | 3,168 3,283 115 3.63 | a | 3,572 289 8.80 ma, | 7 
Level 2 3,168 3,283 15 3.63 87 3,370 202 6.38 3,572 289 8.80 69 3,728 358 10.62 

| Graduate 3,498 3,778 280 8.00 114 3,892 394 11.26 4,110 332 ~—s«8..79 92 4,316 424 [0.89 
Centers | | | . | | 7 

_ _ Residents | : Oo 
(Under grad. | | 7 | | 

- Level 1) 836 836 | 886 50s «45.98 | | | - | 

| Nonresidents | , —— | | | | a 
(Under grad. ee | | | | 

Level 1) 3,168 3,168 — | | - 3,282 114 3.60 : a - oe 

Average % Increase 6.10% 10.83% 8.80% | | 12.07% -



pa , } | a 

© , . | © | | | ALTERNATIVE G ©} * 
| 1983-85 FEE SIMULATION | — a 

on aa . COMPARISON OF FEES BASED ON THE BIENNIAL BUDGET/DER PROPOSAL (BB/DER)  —ss—=@w 23 ; 4 
- | TO FEES REQUIRED TO FINANCE A |.6%/4.4% SALARY INCREASE AND A 1% RETIREMENT PICKUP = is | 

Ns Ps | (ADDITIONAL FEE INCREASES APPLIED TO ALL STUDENTS - ENTIRE AMOUNT FROM STUDENT FEES) © ee Os 

| | (OVERALL FEE INCREASE LIMITED TO 10.00%) | a 

1985-84 Based on BB/DER 1983-84 Alternative Calculation 1984-85 Based on BB/DER 1984-85 Alternative Calculation : 
| _ Increase Over | Total Increase , Increase Over "Teta Increase 

1982-83 Total 1982-83 Addi.Fee Total Over 1982-83 Total 1983-84 Addi.Fee Total Over 1983-84 
FEES Fee Amount 4% Increase Fee Amount = %_ Fee Amount S Increase Fee Amount % 

Doctoral Cluster | a | — - — 
Residents , | | 

Under graduate | | 7 —_ 
| Level | $994 1,065 71 7.142 48 1,113 119 11.97% 1,159 94 8.83% | is 1,225 112 40.06% 

Level 20 -994—s*i1065- ss 7.14 481, 113 119 1.97 = 1,159 98883 I 1,225 112 40.06 
| Graduate 1,440 1,542 102 7.08 , 10 1,612 172 11.94 1,678 136 8.82 — 25 1,773 16] 99.99 

Nonresidents _ | | | Oe 

Under graduate | | | | | | | Ce 

Level | 3,772 3,945 i735 4.59 48 3,993 221 =~ «5.86 4,292 347. ~—- 8.80 is 4,358 365 9.14, 

Level 2 3,772 3,945 173 4.59 48 3,993 221 5 .86 4,292 347 8.80 «18 4,358 365 9.14 

Graduate 4,567 4,939 372 8.15 70 5,009 442 9.68 5,374 455 | 8.81 25 5 ,469 460° 9.18 

University Cluster oe | | oo | | | os 
Residents | | | | | | 

Under graduate | | , | | 
Level | 836 886 50 5.98 4i 927 91 10.89 964 78 8.80 15 1,020 93 10.03 

Level 2 836 886 50 5.98 4| 927 91 10.89 964 78 8.80 15 | ,020 93 10.03 
Graduate 1,102 1,179 77 6.99 54 | ,2535 131 11.89 1,283 104 8.82 20. ~—s«i1,, 357 124 40 .06 

| Nonresidents ss» | | | | | 
_-Under graduate | | | | 

| Level i 3,168 3,283 115 3.63 41 3,324 156 4.92 3,572 289 8.80 © 45 3,628 — 304 9.15 : 

Level 2 53,168 3,283 1i5 3.63 4i 3,324 156 4.92 3,572 289 ~=— 8.80 15 3,628 304 9.15 

Graduate 3,49 3,778 — 280 8.00 54 3,832 334 9.55 — «4,110 332 8.79 20 4,184 352 9.19 

Centers | | : | | 

- Residents - | . | | | oe 
| (Under grad. | | oo | | | | | 

| Level |) 836 836 «1B 854 is 2.15 886 50 5.98 15 919 65 7.61 

Nonresidents - 7 | , ee : a 

(Undergrad, > | . | | | a | | | 
Level 1) 3,168 3,168 | 3, 168 a 3,282 114 3.60 [5 3,297 129 OT 

/ Average % Increase 6.108 | 10.00% 8.80% : 10.00% 
7 | - ao | | | |
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